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P6 – Software Prototyping 
n  DUE 11/14: 
n  IMPORTANT:  

n  Your system must actually run and support your 3+ tasks to some 
level of fidelity.  

n  Other students in the class must be able to download your software 
on any readily available computer and walk through the 3 tasks with 
little or nor help from you.  

n  If you must develop for a unique device (e.g. iPhone) you must be 
prepared to loan 3-5 other students a device for a day each so they 
can do heuristic evaluation. 
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Designing for the Web 

Designing for the Web 

n  Your experience designing websites? 
n  Design methodology? 
n  Tools? 
 

n  Relative to Designing for GUIs… 
n  What’s different? 
n  What’s the same? 
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Today 

n  YOU get to design a website. 
n  Focus on overall website structure.. 

n  Benyan Chapter 
n  Tips from other texts & sources 
n  Testing tools & surveys 
n  Nielsen’s ‘Top 10 Mistakes’ 
n  Credibility in Web sites 

n  Web Design Book of Trends 
n  NOT website development tools or 

technologies. 

What’s different about web? 
Hypertext - not just linear 

n  non-linear structure 
n  blocks of text (pages) 
n  links between pages create a mesh or network 
n  users follow their own path through information 

this is text
or is it
hypertext
only links
can tell

this is text
or is it
hypertext
only links
can tell

this is text
or is it
hypertext
only links
can tell

this is text
or is it
hypertext
only links
can tell

home 
this is text
or is it
hypertext
only links
can tell

this is text
or is it
hypertext
only links
can tell

this is text
or is it
hypertext
only links
can tell

this is text
or is it
hypertext
only links
can tell

back link 
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lost in hyperspace 
n  non-linear structure 

n  very powerful …  
n  but potentially confusing 

n  two aspects of lostness 
n  cognition and content 

n  fragmentary information – no integration … confusion 
n  navigation and structure 

n  hyperlinks move across structure – where am I? 

n  no easy solutions 
n  but good design helps! 

making navigation easier 
n  maps 

n  give an overview of the structure 
n  show current location – you are here! 

n  recommended routes 
n  guided tour or bus tour metaphor 
n  linear path through non-linear structure 

n  levels of access 
n  summary then progressive depth 

n  segment site per user type or task 
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history, bookmarks, etc. 
n  revisiting 

n  ‘hub and spoke’ access – click-back-click-back 
n  lots of revisiting of pages 
n  ‘back’ is 30% of all browser navigation 
n  but multi-step back and history used less 
n  bookmarks and favourites for longer term revisiting 

n  deep links 
n  bookmarks and external links – into heart of site 
n  are pages self explanatory?  what site? where in it? 

n  e.g. breadcrumbs for context 

Other differences 
n  bandwidth ⇒ think about download time 

n  e.g. 100K image: 1 sec – broadband, 18 secs – 56K modem 
n  save graphics in appropriate format and size 
n  reuse the same graphics 

n  in the browser cache after first load 

n  connection time 
n  one big file may be better then several small ones 

n  beware of ‘fit on one screen’ rule – scrolling is fast! 
n  think before breaking big graphic into bits 

n  latency ⇒ think about feedback 
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Jonathan Lazar 
Handbook of HCI 

n  Unique Challenges in Designing for Web? 
 

n  Unreliability of internet (delays, outages) 
n  Browser incompatibility & versions 
n  Range of displays and devices used 
n  Standards (w3) rarely followed exactly 
n  Absence of user training 
 

Benyon Case Study 
Robert Louis Stevenson web site 

n  Development of personas (10!) & scenarios 
n  Used to design information architecture 

n  Designed site structure 
n  Mood board 
n  Logo, banner, color scheme 
n  Settled on top-level navigation 
n  Card sort to organize second-level info 
n  “three-click” rule 
n  Online, remote testing by scholars 
n  Developed “style guide” for written content 
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To construct a wireframe, designers need to identify the key components of the
design for each different type of page, then place them on a layout. It is very
important to consider not just the type of object – navigation bar, search box,
banner headline, advert, text box and so on – but what content that item can
have. It is no use having a very small text box, for example, if there is a lot of text
to go in it. It is no good having a drop-down menu if the user has to search
through hundreds of items. Figure 16.4 shows a typical wireframe.

Visual design is at the top of Garrett’s five elements. Consistency and appropriate-
ness of the presentation are critical here. An effective way of achieving this
consistency is through the use of style sheets. Style sheets describe how Web docu-
ments are displayed, the colours that are used and other formatting issues that will
make for a clear and logical layout. Just as the wireframe specifies the structure, so the
style sheet specifies the visual language used. The World Wide Web Consortium,
W3C, has promoted the use of style sheets on the Web since the Consortium was
founded in 1994. W3C is responsible for developing the CSS (‘cascading style sheets’)
language, a mark-up language for specifying over 100 different style features, includ-
ing layouts, colours and sounds. Different style sheets can be developed for different
platforms (so, for example, the same data can be displayed on a computer or a mobile
phone) so that the content looks sensible on the particular platform it is aimed at.
XSL is an alternative language for specifying the look of XML documents.
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Figure 16.2 Elements of user experience (Source: Garrett, 2003)
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First! 

n  Purpose 
n  Tasks to be supported 
n  Personas & Scenarios 

n  Then determine content required for 
these 
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Example: Culinary Delights 
Groups!  ID 1 task per persona 

Second! 
Information architecture 

n  Natural organization of the content 
n  Taxonomy or Ontology 

n  E.g., 
n  Alphabetical  
n  Geographical 
n  Chronological 
n  By Task 
n  By Topic  
n  By Audience 
n  etc 
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Affinity Diagramming 
 

Example: Culinary Delights 
Groups!  Affinity diagram content! 
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Third! 
Web Site Structure & Navigation 

n  Start with Information Structure 
n  How deep & wide?  

n  Wider is better 
n  Minimize need for scrolling 

n  Long vs. short pages?  
n  <2 print pages ok (obsolete??) 
n  But, keep info together important for a task 

 

Sample information structure 
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Web structure  
Broad & shallow minimizes page loads 

Third! 
Web Site Structure & Navigation 

n  Structure of site should support tasks. 
n  Generally follows information structure 
n  Primary tasks for information sites:  

n  Search for something specific 
n  Browse 

n  50% of all site visitors are ‘search dominant’ 
n  20% ‘link dominant’ and the rest mixed  

n  Try to minimize number of clicks per task 
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People use many strategies to 
navigate – each requires different 
information 

n  Omniscience 
n  Users have perfect knowledge and make no mistakes  
n  Provide short, efficient paths.  

n  Optimal rationality:  
n  Users reason perfectly, but only know what they have seen   
n  make sure links provide adequate cues to the content they lead 

to.  

n  Satisficing:  
n  Users avoid remembering and planning and make decisions on 

what is immediately perceptible  
n  organize the page to make the most important content and links 

available immediately.  

People use many strategies to 
navigate – each requires different 
information 

n  Mental maps:  
n  Users actively use the cues available to try to infer the structure of a website  
n  organize the site simply so that users can easily conceptualize it. Design the navigation 

bar and site maps to reinforce this mental map.  

n  Rote memorization:  
n  When users find a path that works, they tend to remember and repeat it – 
n  make sure the most obvious solution is also efficient. Use distinctive landmarks and 

orientation cues to help people recognize where they have been before.  

n  Information foraging:  
n  Users try to get as much as possible at one location –  
n  enable spontaneous discovery by providing context, structure and related topics.  

n  Information costs:  
n  Users have limited knowledge and reasoning ability –  
n  minimize the mental costs of sense making, decision making, remembering and 

planning.  
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Third! 
Web Site Structure & Navigation 

n  Help Users Know Where They Are 

n  Orient users who hypertext into the middle of 
your site. 

n  What site am I on? 

n  Logo, consistent look & feel  

n  What page am I on? 

n  Breadcrumbs 

Breadcrumbs 
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Example: Culinary Delights 
Site structure & Navigation 

 

THE INFORMATION ARCHITECTURE OF WEBSITES

Information architecture is concerned with how the content is classified and
organized. Techniques such as affinity diagrams (Chapter 12) and card sorts
(Chapter 7) are used to understand how people conceptualize content.

The difficulty is that different types of site have to serve many different purposes
for many different people. Getting an information architecture that is robust
enough to serve such multiple interests is difficult and website ‘information archi-
tects’ are in great demand. The features of websites will clearly vary widely. 

16.3
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Challenge 16.1
Go to the British Airways flight selection website at http://www.britishairways.com/
travel/home/public/en_gb. Try to produce a wireframe for this site. Go to another
airline’s site and do the same. Compare them.

?

Figure 16.4 Wireframe

Main categories
of information

Company
logo

General banner advertisement

Flashing news items

Global navigation bar

Main text display area

Details of sub-
category

Customize/personalize –
exit to sub-area of site Search area

Notions and flow systems

In contrast to many of the established views on website design, John Lenker does
not like the ideas of architecture and rigid structures. He advocates the develop-
ment of flowpaths and of intelligent flowpath management systems. He argues
that we need to invest in understanding and composing ‘notions’ that effectively
communicate our ideas. This more design-centred approach to Web development
is laid out in his attractive and engaging book Train of Thoughts (Lenker, 2002).

BOX
16.2

Example 
Wireframe 
for one type 
of page 

Fourth! 
Sketch page layouts 
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Designing Home Pages and 
Interior Pages 

n  Designing the Home Page 

n  Tells the users where they are 

n  Tells the users what the site does 

n  Logo, tagline, intro, key content, search, etc 

n  Designing Interior Pages 

n  More content, less introductory info 

n  User still needs to know where they are 

n  Logo, link to homepage 

Writing the Content of Web 
Pages 

n  Keep Text to a Minimum  

n  Less than half the text of print equivalent 

n  Help Users to Scan – use headings and 
subheadings, bulleted and numbered lists, 
highlight 

n  Divide Long Blocks of Text into Separate 
Sections 
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Sketch: 1) home page  2) 
representative content page for each 
task 

Usability Engineering of Web Sites 
Users are still the final authority! 

n  Study of clothes shopping sites – 5 design patterns 
n  Departments on left navigation panel 

n  Most common, e.g., Macy’s 

n  Product Descriptions + Departments 
n  Land’s end 

n  Testing with N=44 users, shopping for 687 a-priori 
products 

n  Only 22% used search engine 
n  Most common design performed worst 
n  Number of pages that a user visited before they put 

something into their cart was inversely proportional to pur- 
chasing  
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Usability testing 
n  Easier to do remotely, since web site can be 

accessed over net 
n  Many Tools 

n  Morae ($1500), Usertesting.com ($39/user), Intuition HQ, Usabilla, 
Loop11, etc., etc. 

n  Crowsourced usability testing 
n  Mechanical Turk, FeedbackArmy, FiveSecondTest, etc 
 
http://www.usefulusability.com/14-usability-testing-tools-

matrix-and-comprehensive-reviews/ 

Usability testing 
Heuristic Evaluation 

n  Levi & Conrad, 1996 – Interactions Magazine 3(4), “A 
heuristic evaluation of a world wide web prototype” 

n  Karoulis & Pombortsis, 2004 – Informatics in Education 
3(1), “The Heuristic Evaluation of Web-Sites Concerning 
the Evaluators’ Expertise and the Appropriate Criteria List” 

n  Both Used Nielsen’s 10 heuristics & severity scale to 
evaluate web sites 

n  Both found it was as applicable as for GUIs 
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Design Principles for Web Sites 
n  Homerun (Nielsen 2000) 

n  High-Quality Content 

n  Often Updated 

n  Minimal Download Time 

n  Ease of Use 

n  Relevant to User’s Needs 

n  Unique to the Online Medium 

n  Net-centric Corporate Culture 

“Automatic” Usability Testing 
Tools (checklists) 

n  NIST WEBSAT (static analyzer tool) 
n  Very old  
n  Example rule,  

n  Forms must have Submit and Reset/Clear buttons 

n  Readability checks (Word, wordscount.info, etc) 
n  Color contrast (checkmycolours.com) 
n  Navigation (optimalworkshop.com, writemaps.com, 

navflow.com) 
n  Load speed, uptime, etc (pingdom.com) 
n  UX (feedbackarmy.com, 10 reviews for $20) 
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Standard Survey Instruments 
 

n  QUIS - $750! 
n  Questionnaire for 

User Interaction 
Satisfaction 

n  WAMMI – web 
analysis and 
measurement 
inventory – 
wammi.com 

WAMMI 
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WEBMAC – Website Motivational Analysis Checklist 
4 aspects assessed 

n  Engaging/Stimulating 
n  offers eye-catching visuals, attractive screen layout, humor, varied activities, novelty, 

and diverse and well-written content;   

n  Meaningful 
n  offers a statement of the purpose and importance of the site, accurate and updated 

information, meaningful examples and analogies, and quick and easy links to other 
relevant sites;  

n  Organized 
n  offers a site overview, summaries of key points, a help interface, and definitions of 

terms;  

n  Enjoyable for both the extrinsically and intrinsically motivated user 
n  positive feedback on progress, user-controlled external rewards (such as animation), 

and quick response speed.  

WEBMAC  
Example “Stimulating” Questions 

1. The home page of this Web site is eye-catching 
and visually interesting. 
5. There are incentives at this site that motivate 
me to explore it  
9. The screen layout of this Web site is attractive. 
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Nielsen: Top 10 Mistakes in 
Web Design 

#1. Bad Search 
#2. PDFs 
#3. Not indicating  
    visited links.  
#4. Non-Scannable  
    Text 
#5. Fixed Font Size 

Nielsen: Top 10 Mistakes in 
Web Design 

#6. Page Titles With Low Search 
Engine Visibility 
#7. Avoid Anything that looks like 
an Advertisement  
#8. Violating Design Conventions 

 Jakob's Law of the Web User Experience: 
 "users spend most of their time on other 
 websites."  

#9. Opening New Browser Windows 
#10. Not answering users’ questions 
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WAP - web on the phone 
  still in use! 

n  very small screen 
n  scrolling painful ⇒ small ‘pages’ 
n  GSM connection slow ⇒ big chunks 

n  WML (wireless mark-up language) 
n  content delivered in ‘stacks’ of ‘cards’ 
n  cards are the ‘pages’ the user views 
n  but navigation within the stack fast 

errata: book says stacks of ‘notes’, cards is correct 
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   server sends whole stack 
using WAP protocol 
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navigation within stack fast 
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server stores ‘stacks’ of cards 
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Responsive web design 

n  adapts the layout to the viewing 
environment by using fluid, proportion-
based grids, flexible images, and CSS3 
media queries  
n  a CSS3 module allowing content rendering 

to adapt to conditions such as screen 
resolution  

Web Design Book of Trends 

UXPin, 2015-2016 
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“Flat” design 

“Flat” design 

n  Long shadows 
n  Dynamic colors 
n  Simple typography 
n  Ghost buttons 
n  Minimalism 
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“Flat” design 
Pros & Cons 
Advantages 
• Conducive to responsive design 
• Easy for users to learn the system and navigate 
• Structured layout and blunt visuals present a logical atmosphere 
• Speedy loading times 
• Simple typography promotes readability 
Disadvantages 
• Deceptively difficult to do well 
• Simplistic style weakens the signifiers 
• High risk of appearing boring 
• Lack of individuality due to its popularity 
• No distinct visual hierarchy 

Long scroll 

n  Not too long ago, the design community, the rule of 
“above the scroll” was indisputable.   

n  But, “66% of attention on a normal media page is spent 
below the fold.” 

n  Today, designing above the scroll is archaic. Many sites 
actually limit the information above the scroll, enticing the 
user to deepen their investment by scrolling to see more. 
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Trust in websites 

n  Fogg, CHI 2001, What Makes Web Sites 
Credible? 

n  1400 people evaluated 51 websites 
n  credibility can be defined as believability 

n When is this important? 
 

Trust 
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Positive influence  

Positive influence  
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Positive influence  

Positive influence  
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Negative influence 

Negative influence 
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To do 

n  Read  
n  Designing Social Interfaces (Benyon 

Ch 24 & 15). 

 
n  Continue on P6 


